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A new tourism niche is Milestone
Development's latest milestone!

ith the worldwide
recession still very
.
much in the minds of
CEOsand HR departments
everywhere, Lisa Charles
knows that selling the idea of
training and personal
development 'in Paradise'
might appear to be
questionable in its timing.
But as local company
Milestone Development
launches three new
programs combining top
class motivational speakers
and soft skills coaches with
the tropical beauty of St
Lucia, Lisa makes a
convincing argument why it
. is exactly the challenging
economic climate that .
requires all companies to
invest in their people. 'When
employees see and hear the
recession affecting jobs and
lives, they are naturally
cautious and worried-this
is the time when you need
your team to be energised,
focused and driving the
business despite the
financial doom and gloom.
Demoralised teams are
unproductive, and
unproductive companies go
bust, so it is smart
management to invest in
building the team to succeed
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against the odds.'
Motivating individuals
and teams is Milestone
Development's business, and
hundreds of St. Lucian
professionals have benefitted
by attending their seminars
on leadership, including Of
Arnold Mol's 'Creating
Winners in the Workplace'
and Deena Ebert's 'FISH
Philosophy'. Lives have been
changed, Whether in June
2010 at Milestone's inaugural
Women's Empowerment
Symposium, or the 2011
Health & Wellness Retreat in
Soufriere, and changing lives
is something Lisa Charles is
very serious about.
This year Milestone
Development will offer three
'in Paradise' programs which
feature TeambiJilding,
Increasing Sales and Optimal
Wellness right here in St
Lucia, enticing companies to
bring their folks to our
tropical shores and combine
top quality training and
development with a chance
to relax afterwards and enjoy
a little team R&R. Bringing
the Boardroom to the Beach
is an innovative way to train
and motivate staff, and has
the advantage of being
memorable-which
team

member is likely to forget the
lessons learnt 'in Paradise'?
The programs are fully
customisable, so the focus is
on the team and what it
. needs to learn in order to
'survive and thrive' in today's
cutthroat markets.
As Milestone
Development stretches its
influence towards Latin
.America in 2012, Lisa
Charles is excited that the
buzz is already out in the
Caribbean about the quality
and effectiveness of her
conipany's product, as well
as the great execution and
collaboration offered by her
team. 'I'm passionate about
helping people find life
strategies that work, and
Milestone is all about sharing
the best of them with as
wide an audience as
possible.' A new initiative in
lifestyle and wellness events
is also in the pipeline, so look
out for an announcement in
mid-April.
For more information on
Milestone Development and
its services, visit
www.milestonedevelopment.com, and like
our page Milestone
Development Limited on
Facebook.

